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Abstract

This paper tackles the critical challenge of object navigation in autonomous navigation
systems, particularly focusing on the problem of target approach and episode termina-
tion in environments with long optimal episode length in Deep Reinforcement Learning
(DRL) based methods. While effective in environment exploration and object localization,
conventional DRL methods often struggle with optimal path planning and termination
recognition due to a lack of depth information. To overcome these limitations, we propose
a novel approach, namely the Depth-Inference Termination Agent (DITA), which incor-
porates a supervised model called the Judge Model to implicitly infer object-wise depth
and decide termination jointly with reinforcement learning. We train our judge model
along with reinforcement learning in parallel and supervise the former efficiently by re-
ward signal. Our evaluation shows the method is demonstrating superior performance, we
achieve a 9.3% gain on success rate than our baseline method across all room types and
gain 51.2% improvements on long episodes environment while maintaining slightly better
Success Weighted by Path Length (SPL). Code and resources, visualization are available
at: https://github.com/HuskyKingdom/DITA_acml2023

Keywords: Visual navigation, Supervised learning, Deep Reinforcement learning

1. Introduction

Object navigation represents a critical challenge within the realm of autonomous navigation
(Bagnell et al., 2010), it necessitates the ability of robotic agents to navigate proficiently
within environments that have not been previously encountered. The primary goal is to
reach a specified target object, and the successful completion of this task is contingent upon
the agent’s ability to self-declare the successful attainment of the target object, thereby
concluding the episode. Such tasks may seem straightforward from a human perspective
given our inherent knowledge and comprehension of the essential conditions required for
successful navigation (Wang et al., 2022). Humans, for example, possess an intuitive sense
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of where to begin exploring, as certain objects have a higher likelihood of being found in
specific areas. Moreover, upon visually spotting the desired object, we instinctively plan
an optimal route toward the target. Drawing inspiration from human problem-solving
strategies, we could break down the task into two phases: (i) Explore the environment and
locate the target object. (ii) Navigate to the target object until it is reached, then declare
episode termination.

The underlying principle of Deep Reinforcement Learning methods (DRL) of maximiz-
ing the cumulative reward, inherently aligned with the goal of effective exploration and
object localization, led to their extensive use within the field. Mirowski et al. (2016); Zhu
et al. (2017) trained agents to perform navigation behaviors by encoding visual observa-
tion of the agent with its relevant states as embedding and passing that to A3C (Mnih
et al., 2016) Reinforcement Learning model with the recurrent neural network. Wortsman
et al. (2019) adopts a meta-learning approach with reinforcement learning, where it learns
a self-supervised interaction loss during the inference process, to help prevent collisions.
Moreover, By considering semantic context, just like how pre-knowledge of human beings
take part, Yang et al. (2018); Pal et al. (2021); Druon et al. (2020); Du et al. (2020) pro-
pose to incorporate scene prior of the object relations with Graph Neural Network (GCN)
embedded to the network for the agent to better explores the environment. Despite the
promising outcomes demonstrated by Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) based methods
in exploration and object localization, their application in environments characterized by
extended optimal episode lengths presents distinct challenges. They often struggle to ad-
dress optimal path planning to the object and termination recolonization (Kartal et al.,
2019). In these scenarios, our observations indicate that after the agent has seen the tar-
get object, it often still fails to keep approaching the target. These limitations become
even more pronounced in object navigation, where the agents are expected to declare the
termination of the episode on its own in unseen environments with the absence of depth
information. Given that objects of varying types often exhibit different sizes, it becomes
challenging for DRL agents to discern the dependencies between their actions and the task
at hand without explicit depth information pertaining to the object, resulting in the nav-
igation agent falling into local maximums (Jaakkola et al., 1994), in which it avoids step
penalty by terminating the episode in the early stage in environments (Ren et al., 2022).

Building on these insights, we introduce an innovative approach to object navigation
that harnesses the power of Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) rewards to guide a model
in inferring depth implicitly. Our method introduces a model called the Judge Model, a
supervised classification model trained in conjunction with the DRL agent and guided by
the DRL reward signal. The Judge Model’s role is to assess the appropriate termination
time for the DRL agent by implicitly estimating object depth based on the results of object
detection. We integrate our judge model as part of the agent, enabling the DRL agent to
explore the unseen environment while searching for the target. Once the target appears in
the observation frame, the judge model provides a termination confidence level. The agent
then decides whether to terminate the episode based on the outputs from both models as
shown in Figure 1. We evaluate our proposed DITA model in AI2-THOR framework (Kolve
et al., 2017), a platform that furnishes highly customizable environments, and permits the
agent to enact navigation actions within these environments, subsequently observing the
changes induced by those actions.
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Figure 1: Depth-Inference Termination Agent (DITA) Model Overview. Upon sense ob-
servation from time step t, the DRL model embeds the observation into StateEmbt, this
embedding is then sent to the judge model to classify whether to sample termination action,
based on both output from DRL and the judge model, our DITA model outputs the final
action at.

Our contributions are summarized as follows: (1) We build a supervised model called
judge model to recognize termination by implicitly inference object depth. (2) The inte-
gration of the judge model with a backbone DRL, training them simultaneously. (3) Our
experiment result demonstrates the generalizability of implicit depth inference to unseen
environments, DITA outperforms previous pure reinforcement learning-based methods.

The remaining of the paper is organized as the following, section 2 introduces related
works in the field, then we demonstrate our main approach and discuss the definition of
object navigation task in 3. In section 4 we will go through the dataset we used, with
experiment designs and results, then end by section 5 where we will summarize our work
and discuss possible future works.

2. Related Work

Map-based Navigation. Visual Navigation refers to the tasks that with visual input for
an agent to navigate. Traditional methodologies primarily focused on solving navigation
problems by building explicit models of the environment in the agent’s memory through
interaction, enabling inference from the obtained knowledge (Oriolo et al., 1995; Milani
et al., 2023; Chaplot et al., 2020a,b; Ramakrishnan et al., 2022). This knowledge usually
consists of environmental maps and additional prior knowledge. With the advent of Si-
multaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) (Fuentes-Pacheco et al., 2015), a modular
and hierarchical approach was proposed to construct explicit environment maps for both
exploration and inference (Chaplot et al., 2020a). Subsequent studies include Chaplot et al.
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Figure 2: Trajectories of DITA and MJOLNIR-o baseline in FloorPlan 225. Point S is where
the agent is initialized, E is where the agent samples termination action, R is where the
agent rotates around to find the target. The baseline model rotates and ends the episode
before it finds the target, whereas our DITA agent does not end the episode until it is
confident enough.

(2020b) integrated semantic priors into the environment model, resulting in maps with se-
mantic priors. Inferences were made on learned semantic knowledge, and a pre-trained
potential function network was used to predict target potential areas from the generated
top-down semantic maps (Ramakrishnan et al., 2022). Our work deviates from these con-
ventional approaches as our navigation model is not based on any maps, our model learns
the exploration policy and target recognition simultaneously. Recently, a proposal to main-
tain a topological map-like Hierarchical Object-to-Zoo (HOZ) graph during navigation was
made (Zhang et al., 2021), allowing agents to perform optimal path planning. However,
the HOZ graph requires significant manual design and configuration, limiting its flexibility
and adaptability in varied or unpredictable environments. Our approach differs by learning
more generalizable implicit depth information.

Map-less Navigation. Due to the computational complexity and memory consump-
tion of map-based methods, especially when constructing maps in complex environments,
more attention has been directed towards map-less deep reinforcement learning models
(Khandelwal et al., 2022; Zhu et al., 2021; Dinh Vuong et al., 2023; Ye et al., 2021; Fukushima
et al., 2022). These models usually encode the current states of the agent into an embedding
and feed it into deep reinforcement learning models. These can be broadly classified into
those that use more informative encoders or those based on Recurrent Neural Networks
(RNN) (Mirowski et al., 2016; Zhu et al., 2017; Savva et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2018; Pal
et al., 2021; Ramrakhya et al., 2022; Wijmans et al., 2023). Our work belongs to this lat-
ter category, but unlike the others, we consider estimating depth on an object-wise basis.
Additionally, an alternative approach in the literature combines imitation learning with re-
inforcement learning frameworks (Du et al., 2020, 2021). While the fusion of imitation and
reinforcement learning presents an interesting approach, our work aims to maximize the
efficiency and effectiveness of a combination of reinforcement learning and self-supervised
signals. Our approach is applicable to both exploration and exploitation, even in the absence
of suitable expert demonstrations.
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Problem of Local Maxima. The issue of local maxima is a significant challenge in
Reinforcement Learning. This problem, which arises from sparse rewards, hinders agents
from achieving the optimal solution in complex environments with extensive action spaces.
Current solutions to these problems include either leveraging existing data of the agent itself,
for example, encouraging the agent to explore more on new states (Ostrovski et al., 2017;
Pathak et al., 2017; Stadie et al., 2015; Haarnoja et al., 2018), or learning from states with no
reward (Andrychowicz et al., 2017). Alternatively by making use of external guidance, either
through Reward Shaping (Hu et al., 2020; Devlin and Kudenko, 2012), Imitation Learning
(Ho and Ermon, 2016; Ramrakhya et al., 2022) or Curriculum Learning (Soviany et al.,
2022). However, these methods essentially presuppose the agent’s incapacity to terminate
the episode independently, which aids the exploration of diverse state possibilities in complex
environments. In our context, the diverse representations of different room types and the
agent’s capability to enact termination action make these traditional methods less applicable
or insufficiently effective. Additionally, existing exploration encouragement methods such
as curiosity-driven exploration (Pathak et al., 2017) might need to be adapted to ensure
the agent explores not only the states but also the potential termination points effectively.
Instead, we directly train a judge model alongside Reinforcement Learning to only allow
the agent to actively terminate when it is confident enough.

Depth Inference. Depth Inference refers to the prediction of depth maps using RGB
images. This area is well-established within the field of Computer Vision, as demonstrated
by a plethora of studies (Laina et al., 2016; Zhou et al., 2017; Zheng et al., 2018; Ranjan
et al., 2019). Nonetheless, directly translating these depth estimation methodologies into
our context introduces several complications. These models were initially designed either
to estimate precise depth maps over the whole frame or require labeled training data in
certain scenarios, direct application of these depth estimation methods into our scenarios
can lead to high computational overhead or inefficiency. Conversely, our proposed method
capitalizes on the results of object detection. By directly learning from the reward signal
of the environment, our model implicitly infers depth information solely on specific objects
of interest to determine whether to terminate the episode, making it more suitable for the
task.

3. Learning to Terminate in Object Navigation

3.1. Definition of Object Navigation

Consider an environment set that has object types C = {c1, c2, ..., cn}, the aim of object
navigation is to navigate to a specified object type ctarget ∈ C, e.g., an ”ArmChair” or
”Pillow”. The agent is initially placed randomly in state t0. At each time step t, it takes
observation ot and acts in the environment. ot ∈ O is a visual input of RGB image cap-
tured by the agent’s camera, whereas the agent has the action space of six discrete actions
at ∈ A = {MoveAhead,RotateLeft,RotateRight, LookUp, LookDown,Done}. The action
MoveAhead propels the agent forward 0.25m, rotational actions turn the agent 45◦ to the
left or right, and look actions adjust the camera by 30◦ upwards or downwards. The action
Done enables the agent to declare success and terminate the episode. Episode termination
can occur due to various conditions, including the agent’s active decision to terminate or
when the episode reaches its maximum predefined length. An episode is deemed successful
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Figure 3: DITA Architecture. Observationt is passed into both the reinforcement learning
branch and judge model branch, where the reinforcement learning branch outputs control
action distributions Pcon, and judge model outputs termination action distribution defined
as Poutput = [pd, pn], action control receives these two distributions and decides the final
output action at

if the agent actively terminates with the target object within the observation frame and the
distance between the agent and the target object is less than 1.5m.

3.2. Method

Deep Reinforcement Learning Branch. Given the impressive capabilities of enriched
environment exploration ability of MJOLNIR-o (Pal et al., 2021), we use it as our backbone
reinforcement learning model. Upon receiving the observation, the model builds a 2D array
in shape (NC , NC+300) called Node Feature Matrix by processing the result from a ground-
truth object detector, where NC = |C| is the number of object types across all rooms. Each
row of the Node Feature Matrix would be passed as an individual input node feature pass
to the corresponding GCN node, with its first NC columns standing for a binary vector
indicating the object detection result for all object types C, and the last 300 elements is
a GloVe word embedding (Pennington et al., 2014) vector of the current object. Node
embedding is learned through a graph neural network that was made by object relation
labels provided by Visual Genome (VG) dataset (Krishna et al., 2017) and pruned some
relations off for AI2-THOR objects. On the other hand, the model also constructs Context
Matrix from object detection, with each row representing a vector containing the object
detection state of an object type c ∈ C with rowc = {b, xc, yc, Bbx,CS}, b is a binary
indicator represents whether an object with type c is visible in the current frame, xc and yc
is the coordinates of object detection bounding box center, Bbx is the bounding box area,
and the CS is the cosine similarity of word embedding vectors between object type c and
the target object type, defined as: CS(Gc, Gtarget) =

Gc·Gtarget

||Gc||·||Gtarget|| . Gc and Gtarget are

GloVe vectors for the current object and target object respectively.
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Figure 4: Judge Model. Adapt each component within StateEmb to the same dimension,
then fuse them as a joint embedding to learn termination classification.

Our evaluation of the environment points out that occasionally more than one instance
of object type c could be visible, Pal et al. (2021) deals with this by averaging their bounding
box center and area by default, but if two instances with the identical object type of large
size show in one frame, the averaged bounding box might cover a lot of irrelevant smaller
objects with other types. Moreover, since our judge model will receive information from
the context matrix as input, such an approach leads to the problem of providing dirty data.
In contrast, when multiple instances of type c occur in the same frame, we take the one
with the largest Bbx to represent the class. The learned node embedding and the flattened
context matrix are concatenated as joint embedding, passed to an LSTM cell, and sent to
the A3C model to learn the control action distribution Pcon.

Judge Model Branch. At each time step t, if Done is sampled by the DRL branch,
the judge model branch processes the flattened image feature ImgEmbt of the observation,
extracted via a pre-trained ResNet-18 (He et al., 2016) encoder. This encoder is pre-trained
on ImageNet (Deng et al., 2009), encompassing 1000 object classes. By evaluating the con-
text matrix obtained from the reinforcement learning branch, the judge model branch selects
the target row with CS = 1.0 as the target state vector. The image features ImgEmbt,
target state vector TagV ect from the context matrix, and glove word embedding of the tar-
get GloveEmbt are concatenated to form a state embedding StateEmbt. The judge model
is trained only on Effective States — states where the target is visible in the observation.
If the target is not visible in the current frame (as indicated by b = 0 in StateEmbt), the
current time step is ignored by the judge model, yielding no output. If the target is visible,
StateEmbt is passed to the judge model. The output is then forwarded to the action control
module. The agent acts on the final output action decided by the action control model and
receives the reward signal. Analysis of the reward range reveals that successful episodes
yield rewards in the range Rt ∈ [4.05, 4.90]. If Rt >= 4.0, the ground truth for time step t
is set as positive; otherwise, it’s set as negative. The ground truth of time step t and the
StateEmb are stored as learning data in a ”Batch Buffer” with a capacity of 64 samples.
Upon reaching the maximum batch size, these samples serve as a training batch for the
judge model to update the weights. This progress is illustrated in Figure 3.
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Judge model is a supervised binary classification neural network with expanding and
squeezing layers, as shown in Figure 4, these layers map the input StateEmb into the same
dimension by several stacked linear layers, since GloveEmb might contain negative floating
numbers, we observe that applying ReLU activation after linear layers causes the gradient of
large partition of neurons to be zero, therefore we use Leaky ReLU (Xu et al., 2015) activa-
tion following the linear layers to prevent dead ReLU problem (Lu et al., 2019). Eventually,
concatenate ImgEmb, GloveEmb, and TecV ec together to form a joint embedding, and
output the classification result with probabilities for whether to sample termination. In
addition, because our data is collected online by reinforcement learning, during an episode,
as mentioned in section 3.1, since the success condition requires the agent to terminate
within a certain range of the target, most of the Effective States comes with ground truth
of the negative class, where the agent should not terminate, this imbalance of training data
causes long tail problem (Zhang et al., 2023). In our method, we use Focal Loss proposed
by Lin et al. (2017) as our loss function as an alternative to Cross Entropy Loss:

FL(pt) = −(1− pt)
γlog(pt) (1)

Focal loss dynamically adjusts the weight of each instance in the loss function, focusing
more on hard-to-classify instances and less on easy ones. We set γ = 0.7 in our experiments.

at =


Done, if pd + pλ >= 1.5
Pcon, if pd is sampled
Psub, if pn is sampled

(2)

Action Control. Action control directly samples the action from the output of rein-
forcement learning branch Pcon in training. However, in the testing phase, the action model
relies on probability distributions generated by two models Pcon and Pout, and the action
model outputs the final action at = Done if both models express sufficient confidence in
terminating the episode.

Specifically, note the probability output of action Done from Pcon as pλ, and the prob-
ability of sample termination action in Pout as pd, output at = Done when the sum of the
confidence for termination action in two distributions satisfies pd + pλ >= 1.5. Otherwise,
according to the output of the judge model, while pd is sampled from the output of the
judge model, indicating that termination is advisable at the current time step, action con-
trol outputs final action at ∈ Pcon. On the other hand, if pn is sampled by the judge model,
suggesting that termination should be delayed, action control outputs final action at ∈ Psub

with Psub being a subset of Pcon without Done action. This decision process is formally
represented in Equation 2.

4. Experiment Results

Environment & Dataset. We use AI2-THOR (Kolve et al., 2017) as our environment
simulator to evaluate our method for object navigation. AI2-THOR contains 120 different
rooms with 30 rooms per room type Kitchen, Bedroom, Living room, and Bathroom. The
rooms were split as training data and testing data, in our experiments, we use 80 rooms as
training data, with 20 rooms from each room type. The remaining 40 rooms were used for
testing. Amount all object categories in AI2-THOR environment |Ctotal| = 101.
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All L >= 5
SR(%) SPL(%) SR(%) SPL(%)

Random 10.4 3.2 0.6 0.4
Target-driven VN (Zhu et al., 2017) 35.0 10.3 25.0 10.5
Scene Prior (Yang et al., 2018) 35.4 10.9 23.8 10.7
SAVN (Wortsman et al., 2019) 35.7 9.3 23.9 9.4
MJOLNIR-r (Pal et al., 2021) 54.8 19.2 41.7 18.9
MJOLNIR-o (Pal et al., 2021) 65.3 21.1 50.0 20.9

DITA (Ours) 71.4 21.6 57.9 22.2

Table 1: Experiment results with comparisons to other methods in AI2-THOR.

Evaluation Metrics. The comparison of models was conducted using two metrics,
in line with previous research (Zhu et al., 2017; Wortsman et al., 2019). Success Rate
(SR) measures the probability of agent success in the environment, computed by SR =
1
N

∑N
n=0 Sn, N is the number of total episodes in evaluation, and Sn is a binary indicator

with Sn = 1 represents agent succeed in episode n. In addition, we use Success Weighted
by Path Length (SPL), which measures the navigation efficiency of the agent, defined as
SPL = 1

N

∑N
n=0 Sn

On
max(Ln,On)

Where On is the length of the optimal path to the target
that agent could take in episode n, Ln is the actual path length agent has taken.

4.1. Compared Methods

We compare our method with other end-to-end reinforcement learning-based methods: -
Random In a random model, the agent navigates in the environment by randomly sampled
action. - Target-driven VN (Zhu et al., 2017) Only fusions the observation of agent
and the target embedding as input states to the model. - Scene Prior (Yang et al.,
2018) This model incorporates semantic object relations as knowledge graph to the agent,
learning from a joint embedding consisting of knowledge graph node embedding, image-wise
observation features from pre-trained ResNet-18 and target word embedding. - SAVN
(Wortsman et al., 2019) This model leverages meta-learning for the agent to learn the
environment in both training and inferring. - MJOLNIR-o (Pal et al., 2021) This model
integrates hierarchical object relationships to the agent by reward shaping, and learning
object-wise observation features by constructing a context matrix from an object detector.
- MJOLNIR-r (Pal et al., 2021) MJOLNIR-r is an alternative version of the MJOLNIR-o
model, which passes image-wise observation features to the agent rather than object-wise
observation.

4.2. Results

By constructing StateEmb and passing it as input data, together with the reward signal,
we have successfully trained a model to effectively recognize termination and handle ter-
mination action jointly with reinforcement learning, Figure 5 illustrates the convergence of
training loss of the judge model.
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Compared with other map-less end-to-end models in Table 1 and Figure 6, it is evident
that DITA demonstrates superior performance, particularly when compared to MJOLNIR-
o. DITA exhibits a remarkable improvement of 9.3% across all room types. Furthermore,
DITA showcases a remarkable 15.8% increase in episodes with optimal lengths (L >= 5).
The significant improvements can be attributed to the novel architecture of DITA and its
ability to implicitly infer object-wise depth information. This critical component helps to
solve the problem of termination recognition in long episodes which other models struggle
to handle effectively. By inferring depth information, DITA can better understand when the
agent is close enough to the target object to end the episode successfully. This mechanism
improves the success rate, especially in environments with long optimal episode lengths,
Table 2 offers a detailed performance breakdown of DITA and other models by room types.
In environments with large size (hence larger episode length) and complex layouts like
living rooms, which make navigation more challenging our DITA significantly surpasses all
the other models in both metrics, achieving a success rate of 75.6% and an SRL of 22.2%.
Our results demonstrate the effectiveness of considering episode termination separately for
the deep reinforcement learning model. It is noticeable that in the case of the Bathroom
environment of our result, MJOLNIR-o achieves the highest success rate (SR). Indicates that
DITA is capable of effectively navigating more confined and object-dense environments. We
observed modest improvements in Success Weighted by Path Length (SRL). These results
underscore the challenges involved in path planning and termination recognition in such
scenarios.

5. Discussions

5.1. Limitations and Future Work

We have conducted failure cases analysis for DITA model, mainly the agent fails in the
following cases: (1) Target object needs a precise path to navigate to. For example, a
pillow of a double bed in a narrow room, where an agent needs to navigate precisely to the
front corner of the bed, indicates the agent might still need an explicit planning component.
(2) We observe that the training time required for training DITA is dominating all other
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Model
Bath Room Bedroom Kitchen Living Room Avg.

SR(%) SRL(%) SR(%) SRL(%) SR(%) SRL(%) SR(%) SRL(%) SR(%) SRL(%)

Target-driven VN (Zhu et al., 2017) 53.2 13.4 28.8 9.0 32.4 10.9 35.2 10.0 37.4 10.8

Scene Prior (Yang et al., 2018) 41.6 13.3 33.6 10.4 26.4 9.1 36.0 9.9 34.4 10.7

SAVN (Wortsman et al., 2019) 47.6 14.6 21.6 6.7 34.8 8.3 40.0 9.0 36.9 9.7

MJOLNIR-r (Pal et al., 2021) 72.8 24.3 41.2 16.9 56.4 21.2 50.8 15.9 55.3 19.6

MJOLNIR-o (Pal et al., 2021) 82.4 25.1 43.2 14.4 74.8 22.9 50.0 17.9 62.6 20.1

DITA (Ours) 63.2 20.1 61.5 18.6 73.0 23.0 75.6 22.2 68.3 21.0

Table 2: Experiment results by room types.

tested models, involving some efficient methods to the architecture might even boost the
performance.

5.2. Conclusion

This paper presents the Depth-Inference Termination Agent (DITA), a novel approach de-
signed to tackle the challenge of object navigation in autonomous navigation systems. Fo-
cusing specifically on the issues of target approach and episode termination in environments
with lengthy optimal episode length, our approach has shown promising results in overcom-
ing limitations faced by conventional Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) methods. Our
experimental results, conducted within the AI2-THOR framework, clearly illustrate the su-
perior performance of DITA. Our experiment results also highlight opportunities for further
enhancements, possibly through the refinement of depth estimation, exploration strategies,
or incorporation of additional environmental cues.
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Appendix A. Reward Supervised Parallel Training

We train our reinforcement learning model and judge model in parallel, at time step t,
the reinforcement learning model outputs control action distribution Pcon, and the judge
model outputs termination action distribution Pout given StateEmbt from Context Matrix.
Action control receives two outputs and decides the final action at, then in time step t+1, the
reinforcement learning agent learns by the reward Rewardt returned from the environment,
whereas judge model transfers Rewardt into ground truth supervision signal SupSignt and
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store it with StateEmbt as a sample data in Batch Buffer, and updates itself once every 64
sample were collected. Figure 7 demonstrates this progress.
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Figure 7: Reward Supervised Parallel Training.

Appendix B. Target Object List

Room Possible Target Object

Kitchen Toaster, Spatula, Bread, Mug, CoffeeMachine, Apple

Living room Painting, Laptop, Television, RemoteControl, Vase, ArmChair

Bedroom Blinds, DeskLamp, Pillow, AlarmClock, CD

Bathroom Mirror, ToiletPaper, SoapBar, Towel, SprayBottle

Table 3: List of Target Objects

Appendix C. Implementation Details

We concurrently trained our judge model branch and the reinforcement learning branch with
initially 1.6M episodes until we empirically observed that the judge model’s accuracy had
saturated, we then froze the judge model branch and continued to train the reinforcement
learning branch with in total of 3.0M episodes for all models. Our training/testing division
is consistent with Pal et al. (2021); Wortsman et al. (2019). Models were trained on offline
data collected from AI2-THOR v1.0.1. The A3C algorithm used in models was trained on
8 workers.
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